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turning the hearts
of the fathers to the children
nurturing the next generation
elyah is
other forces threaten our children the spirit of elijah
although otherforces
manyfathers
turning many
fathers toward nurturing their children fighting
carlingfor
caring tor
abuse and childhood diseases and caringfor
for the environment
cliffordj
ciifford
clifford
Cliffor
alanj
aladj hawkins david C dollahite and cilfford
clifforda
dJ rhoades
opens with an account of god creating
order from chaos to provide an earth on which his children could
dwell through disobedience however the children of adam and
eve turned their hearts away from their father consequently they
separated themselves from god and the ground has been periodically cursed interestingly the old testament concludes with the
lord telling the world through malachi that if there is not a returning of childrens hearts to the fathers and of fathers hearts to the
children the earth will again be cursed or destroyed

the old testament

B ehold
behold

1I

elij ah the prophet before the coming ofthegreat
will send you elijah
eiljah
the great

and dreadful day of the lord and he shall turn the heart of the fathers
to the children and the heart ofthe children to their fathers lest 1I come
and smite the earth with a curse mal 45
d&c 279
4566 see also dac
11015

profound prophecies in the scriptures this
ibis article explores some of
elijahs
elijass
jahs latter
the multiple messages embedded in the prophecy of Eli
day mission in a recent address elder dallin H oaks taught that an
important aspect of latter day saint scripture study is an understandMal
malachis
achis prophecy is one of the most far reaching and
halachis

ing that many scriptures have multiple meanings and messages
he included the prophecy of malachi as one example the sealing
powers restored to the prophet joseph smith by the hand of elijah
1
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have broader application than temple ordinances performed for the
living and by living proxies for the dead although this is unquestionably the central function of the sealing powers the spirit of elijah
is further manifest in building and strengthening links between
fathers and children in time as well as eternity in this article we
reflect on how the powers associated with the spirit of elijah seem
to be turning many living fathers hearts to their children for the
benefit of all
we offer one caveat before proceeding however the prophecy of malachi uses the ter
mathens
terin
mothers
mathers
aurbers the scriptures often use male
authers
fathers
gender terms such as father son and his when referring to both
men and women no doubt most of our reflections on the meanings
of this passage of scripture apply to both men and women fathers
and mothers still as we shall argue the use of the specific term
father may be appropriate because generally the connections of
fathers to their children are weaker than those of mothers thus
without diminishing the roles of women we focus in this article
mostly on mens hearts and fathers connections to children

fathers and children
Mal achis prophecy refers to two kinds of connections or more
malachis
halachis
specifically to connections going in two directions one connecting direction is that of children to the fathers a link that points the
current generation back in time to their predecessors both living
Mal
and deceased latter day saints employ this aspect of halachis
malachis
achis
prophecy to explain labors in family history genealogical research
and proxy temple work turning the hearts of the children to the
fathers may also refer to relationships with living family members
for example children are admonished to respect and honor their
parents ex 2012 and to care for aging parents gen 457 11
the focus of the present article however is on the second
connecting direction in the prophecy one on which we seldom
reflect that of fathers to the children this link points forward in
time suggesting a concern with our children and our childrens
ah
fuli mission of elij
elijah
eiljah
children president harold B lee taught that thefull
the full
eili
involves the turning of parental hearts to the children here and now
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it applies just as much on this side of the veil as it does on the other
we neglect our families
side of the veil if weneglect
how could we feel that
reneglect
we are doing our full duty in turning the hearts of our children to their
so the hearts of you fathers and mothers must be turned
fathers
to your children right now ifyou have the true spirit of elijah and not
think that it applies merely to those who are beyond the veil 2
it is time for us to think of turning the hearts of parents to children now while living that there might be a bond between parents
and children that will
wui last beyond death it is a very real principle and
we should consider it 3

elderjames
james E faust taught
similarly in a recent conference address Eld
elder
eid
eider erjames
perhaps we regard the power bestowed by elijah as something
associated only with formal ordinances performed in sacred places
but these ordinances become dynamic and productive of good only as
sealing power thus
they reveal themselves in our daily lives
this seating
revealsitself
reveals itself infamilyrelationships
in family relationships in attributes and virtues developed
in a nurturing environment and in loving service these are the cords
that bind families together 4

in this article we attempt to build on the foregoing principles
of familial relationships and to explore their implications first we
Mal
mai achis prophecy as a way of
use the greek and hebrew texts of
ofmalachis
malachis
halachis
identifying additional meaning in that scripture next we provide a
historical overview of the changing relationships of fathers to their
children then we develop in both scriptural and secular terms the
concept of generativity which refers to a turning of hearts to
nurture the next generation with this base we then suggest that
although there are powerful forces trying to destroy connections
between family members the spirit of elijah in the last days is
influencing latter day saints and others to help build stronger more
intimate relationships between fathers and their children promote
a greater sense of community in which we are concerned about our
neighbors children as well as our own improve the status and wellbeing of children and preserve a healthier natural environment for
future generations

greek and hebrew texts
studying the earlier versions of biblical passages often opens
our understanding to additional meanings in particular scriptures 5
ofmalachi
in this case the breadth of meaning in the texts of
malachi 45 6 is
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richly consonant with the truths preached by president lee and
elder faust the ancient greek septuagint and masoretic hebrew
Mal
mai achis prophtexts of the old testament illustrate the breadth of
ofmalachis
malachis
halachis
ecy while the kingjames
King james version speaks of turning the hearts of the
fathers to the children the greek text speaks of returning stating
that elijah will restore the heart of father to son and the heart of
man to his neighbor lest the lord come and smite the earth
grievously LXX mal 43 italics added furthermore the jewish
publication societys
Socie tys translation of the masoretic hebrew version
of this passage reads he shall reconcile fathers with sons and
sons with their fathers so that when 1I come 1I do not strike the
whole land with utter destruction 6
neither of the earlier versions implies that elijah will be establishing the father child connection for the first time or that the scripture is exclusively concerned with genealogical matters the
septuagint uses the greek word apokatastesei which means to turn
again or to restore suggesting that elijah will assist in bringing
people back into the relationships of love and concern that once
prevailed 1177 the masoretic text employs the hebrew verb schrib
shrib
sbub
which is one of the most frequently used verbs in the old testament
shaib
shfib connotes restoring or
and has rich meaning 8 linguistically sbub
returning even bringing home again 9 often with a strong sense of
repentance both of turning away from evil and of returning to the
good 10 accordingly both the septuagint and masoretic texts of
malachi 4 suggest that Eli
elijahs
elijass
jahs task will be to restore relationships
between fathers and children to the way they once were perhaps
in the premortal state or at some earlier point in human history
in addition to addressing the father child relationship the
greek text of malachi adds another dimension to elijahs
Elijahs mission
elijass
restoring the heart of man to his neighbor this suggests that the
spirit of elijah will not only seek to reconcile fathers to their own
children but also strive to restore a sense of responsibility of fathers
to all children thus restoring a deeper sense of community among
all people on earth

recent historical perspectives
in a spiritual sense the hearts of children are turned away
from their heavenly father through sin but our heavenly fathers
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heart is always turned toward his children 2 ne 2624 28 3 ne
914 matt 2337
2537 dac 4324 by contrast however many mortal
2557
2357
fathers have turned their hearts away from their children
the past two hundred years of western civilization have seen
dramatic changes in family relationships resulting mainly from the
twin forces of industrialization and urbanization and the radical
individualism that accompanies these forces looking only at the
latter half of the twentieth century it is tempting to conclude that
womens roles in the family have changed the most as mothers have
dramatically increased their participation in the paid labor force in
to family life in preindustrial times however itis
compari
comparison
it is the role
sonto
of men rather than of women that has been fundamentally altered
for the majority of people two hundred years ago womens
and mens labor was domestic both played essential although
different roles in the domestic economy that sustained family life
skilled maternal and paternal labor was required to turn raw materials into domestic goods for consumption when harvest time arrived the laborers gender and age were of little concern all were
needed moreover in an agricultural and rural setting both mothers
ti mately involved in the daily lives of their
intimately
and fathers were in
children sons worked long hours alongside their fathers while
daughters worked primarily with their mothers
in addition fathers were directly charged with the moral and
spiritual rearing of their children if fathers were literate they were
also responsible for teaching their children to read and write
childrearing
rearing advice to fathers who were seen as
clergy delivered child
having the main responsibility to guide their children through the
harsh realities of the adult world
As industrialization and urbanization gained momentum
during the nineteenth century most fathers became increasingly
separated from their children most fathers left the home and farm to
work in factories for long hours each day six days a week As a result
the paternal role was redefined as economic provider while mothers
fuli responsibility for the domestic tasks of child rearing
fall
assumed full
and housework notions of the abilities of mothers to properly raise
their children shifted to meet these changing economic circumstances mothers became the guardians of the domestic realm
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keeping children sheltered from the harsh and immoral realities of
gnomic
realm in which the fathers were forced to participate 12
the ec economic
onomic realminwhich
the spatial and temporal separation of fathers from children
seemed to precipitate a growing sense of psychological and spiritual
separation of offathers
fathers from children as well even today while fathers
work fewer hours than their grandfathers and great grandfathers did
and mothers often work outside the home most fathers still spend
little time with their children 13
when the recent data on divorce and nonmarital childbearing
are added to this portrait we see fathers as increasingly on the
periphery of childrens lives demographers now estimate that
more than half of first marriages will dissolve and two thirds of
children in the united states born in the 1990s will experience the
breakup
break up of their parentsmarriages
parents marriages 14 nearly 90 percent of children
remain in the custody and care of their mothers after divorce
moreover only about 25 percent of children see their non
custodial
noncustodial
fathers on a regular basis one quarter of children are currently
born to unmarried mothers and many receive very little paternal
influence 15 the demographic evidence is clear american men in
general are spending less and less of their adult lives in households
with children 16
furthermore the current hegemonic virtue seems to be individual freedom not concern with the wellbeing
well being of ones own children or those of ones neighbors the doctrine of individualism insists
that individuals must be unfettered to pursue personal courses of self
fulfillment connections to other people and institutions are valued
not in and of themselves but only as they add to the bottom line of
self fulfillment when these human or institutional connections begin to constrict self fulfillment then virtue as the doctrine of radical
individualism defines it demands that individuals loose themselves
from such bands thus radical individualism argues that relationships
that restrict are wrong they must be changed into or exchanged
for relationships that energize and support self fulfillment 17 even
familial relationships are to be based on self fulfillment not anachronistic folk notions of traditional family obligations 18
note the contrast between this philosophy and important parts
ofthe saviors teachings whereas the savior taught that the self is found
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indirectly through service to others mosiah 216 19 disciples of
individualism preach that the self is discovered directly by pursuing ones own course using relationships and institutions as convenient stepping stones toward some individualized imagined end
the dominant ethos of individualism affects not only family
relationships but relations among unrelated people as well people
today often know more about their neighbors on the other side of
the planet than they do about their neighbors next door or down the
street the weakened sense of neighborhood or community seems
to have stemmed from the wests
bests conversion to the secular gospel
of individualism over the past few centuries many believe that
everyone watching out for himself or herself will eventuallyproduce
eventually produce
a society in which everyone is taken care of but having freed
themselves from the bonds that selfless caring for others necessarily
brings people may find themselves so disconnected from familial
community and institutional relationships that their unfettered
self fulfillment feels like desperate loneliness 19 such a world might
well be described as cursed
these trends clearly indicate there has been a significant turning of paternal hearts away from their children but is it possible
that the spirit of elijah in this last dispensation is exerting a counterpowerful forces the spirit of elijah
force to the momentum of those powerfulforces
may be doing much more than influencing people to search out
genealogical records and provide saving ordinances for their ancesfathers when they turn
tors it itmaybe
maybe manifest in the lives of men and fatherswhen
of ways latter
their hearts to nurture the next generation in a variety ofways
day saints note how genealogical interest increased dramatically
eiljah restored the sealing keys similarly it is becoming increasafterelijah
after elijah
ingly accepted that children also need greater nur
nurturance
turance and gentle
guidance 20 in secular circles the process of nurturing the next
generation is referred to as generative

generativity secular and sacred perspectives
developmental psychologists have found that nurturing the
next generation is important to adult psychological health 21 erik
erikson an influential theorist of human development first articulated this concept in his theory of healthy development across
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span he hypothesized that a person must develop three
lifespan
the life
fundamental characteristics to become psychologically healthy and
mature hope fidelity and care the development of each of these
characteristics takes center stage at one of the major periods of the
12
span childhood adolescence and adulthood respectively 22
life
lifespan
first children must develop a basic trust that the world is a
safe good place to live next adolescents need to develop a sense of
21
their own identity and a fidelity to that identity 23
last the primary
task of adults is to develop generativity which erikson defined as
learning to care for and nurture the next generation the primary
locus of this developmental process is in the family although erikson
allowed that generativity could also be developed in other settings
like teaching or coaching where one is investing in some productive
activity centered on nurturing the younger generation or creating a
better world for future generations
failure to develop generativity in adulthood results in pursuing
21
interestingly
false forms of intimacy self absorption and isolation 24
span devellifespan
erikson himself noted the similarity of his three major life
op mental tasks to the christian virtues of hope faith and charity 25
opmental
sustained nurturing involvement in the lives of children provides potent inoculations against the pathology of egocentrism
children have a way of making people around them grow up and
become less self centered they deflate the adolescent preoccupation with self that is often carried into adulthood in a self centered
culture of course the nurturing of children requires tremendous
energy and effort it can drain emotional reserves and restrict perparents come to realize that
sonalfreedom
freedom but it is also liberating as asparents
sonal
their own needs are not nearly as demanding as they once thought
moreover parents come to develop an additional kind of love for
each other one that is more christlike than romantic parents gain
a sense of their capacities to give and love without regard to a
return on their investment
in developing christlike family relationships parents come to
understand their father in heaven in a way that was previously
beyond their comprehension and sense possibly for the first time
their divine parenting potential as they identify with god who is
engaged in the same work they are they come to behold the
my work andmyglory
mywork
nurturing of god who said this is bywork
and my glory to bring
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to pass the immortality and eternal life of man moses 139
ultimately parents can come to the knowledge that gods cosmic
career centers around caring for his children accordingly godhood is about nurturing children generativity the nurturing of
children is the beginning and end of godhood hence generative
sacrifice brings forth not only the blessings of heaven but also a
deeper sense of heavenly possibilities
god the fathers nurturance
nurturance for his children is powerfully
exemplified by his relationship with his only begotten son jesus
on numerous occasions describes the relationship with his father
as complete oneness for example john 173 only once during his
mortal life briefly at the end did the son feel distant from his father
see matt 2746 but even this painful experience at golgotha was
necessary for the father to glorify his son
in addition note the nurturing introduction from the father
each time he introduces his son to an individual or a group this is
my beloved son in whom I1 am well pleased matt 317 see also
3 ne 117 compare
comparejs
JS H 117 mark and luke render this paternal
passage even more personally thou art my beloved son in whom
1I am well pleased mark 1
11 compare luke 322 in these commu111
nications the father speaks openly of his love for his son of their
of jesus
emotional connection and shows his pride in and approval ofjesus
behavior these nurturing words are a divine pattern all fathers
should try to emulate

lii
iii

emerging evidence of the spirit of elijah
turning the hearts of the fathers
many fathers are responding to the spirit
encouraging signs that manyfathers
of elijah and turning their hearts to the children include the following 1 a small but growing number of fathers are becoming more
involved in the daily care and nurturing of their children 2 the
status of children is improving and 3 people are showing greater
concern for the natural environment that will be passed on to future
generations
greater paternal involvement As discussed earlier too
many fathers are disconnected from their children yet there is an
emerging consensus in western countries that such disconnection
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is not good family researchers have found that most men and

women now believe that fathers should be intimately involved in
the daily care of their children 226 although some researchers have
measured only small increases in the amount of time american
fathers are devoting to child care other researchers are finding a
small but growing number of men especially younger ones who are
reshaping their occupations and identities to accommodate higher
levels of involvement in their childrens daily lives 27 the results
generally have been positive for men their wives and the children
they care for together28
together2821
the prophet joseph smith believed that fathers should be
involved in the daily family work an early latter day saint jesse
crosby once observed joseph doing menial tasks in his home
including some child care tasks and expressed his disappointment that one with such a high calling would be involved in such
lowly labor joseph kindly responded if there be humiliation in a
mans house who but the head of that house should or could bear
that humiliation29
humiliation29
every IDS church president since president david 0 mckay
has echoed the ninth presidents words that the most important of
the lords work you and 1I will ever do will be within the walls of our
own homes 3031 elders james E faust and carlos asay have recently
urged husbands to be more helpful in sharing household tasks and
caring for children 31 elder G homer durham counseled man
has obligations to leam
learn the difficult art of fatherhood in homemaking 32 president benson also believes husbands should participate in domestic duties
1132
2132

flowers on special occasions are wonderful but so is your willingness
to help with the dishes change diapers get up with a crying child in
the night and leave the television or newspaper to help with the
you with our actions 33
say I love youwith
yourwith
dinner those are the quiet ways we sayi
1

some of the recent institutional changes in the church reinforce the concern of church leaders that fathers move from the
periphery of daily family life to its center for instance the consoliconcern forgiving
impart
for giving
in part from a concernforgiving
sunday meetings stemmed inpart
dation ofsundaymeetings
31
fathers more time to be with and guide their children 34
in addition fathers are constantly urged to exercise their priestly functions
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15
as spiritual leaders in their homes 35
in a first presidency letter
august 1993 church leaders stated because this responsibility
for our children is so important we must rededicate ourselves to

nourish and bless them temporally and spiritually 36
these injunctions have little to do with reasserting dominion
in the domestic realm see d&c
dac 12135 46 but everything to do
with properly nurturing children prophetic counsel to have family
home evenings family scripture study and family prayer is not given
simply to move the location of religious activities from church
meetinghouses to family dwellings instead this counsel is given to
encourage fathers to return their hearts to their children 37
temple
tempie basedpriesthood
based priesthood ordinances indicate that sacred ritual
can be a powerful aid in turning
sacred places for sacredpurposes
sacred purposes canbe
in sacredplaces
cabbe
the hearts of fathers to children and vice versa perhaps this is why
church leaders stress home based family worship and the performance in the home of sacred functions such as fathers blessings
dedication of homes and blessings of healing comfort and counsel
priesthood blessings and ordinances can help seal the heart of a
father to his child because they involve the father touching his child
and expressing spirit guided thoughts and heartfelt
heart felt feelings
childrens improving status without question many troubling societal trends affect childrens lives neglect abuse family
dissolution addiction poverty and pornography are only the beginning of social problems that harm increasing numbers of children
yet the social landscape for children in some ways has improved
over the last two centuries for instance although studies estimate
that 25
2.5
25 million children in the united states are abused in some way
each year mostly by their fathers and mothers 38 some historians
argue that abusive treatment of children by parents has declined
significantly over the last few centuries such practices as killing
female infants swaddling and wet nursing common in families until
a few centuries ago are now almost extinct in the west 39 furthermore
thermore the nineteenth century evidenced a dramatic increase in
societal concerns over nurturing and educating all children 40
of course recent trends such as drug addiction among young
mothers have tragic consequences for many children and current
notions of what constitutes proper parenting are far from perfect
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but there is little doubt that the west has at least succeeded in
diminishing many developmentally brutal practices common and
accepted only a few centuries ago
more evidence that the hearts of the fathers may be returning
to their children comes from an increasing condemnation and
intolerance of child abuse and neglect serious sins condemned by
the lord see matt 184 6 president gordon B hinckley stated
I1 am glad there is a hue and cry going up against the terrible evil of
child abuse too much of which is found among our own fathers
any
you cannot abuse your little ones without offending god
man
ulan
nian who beats or in other ways abuses his children will be held
accountable before the great judge of us all 41

in addition significant strides have been made in reducing
debilitating and deadly childhood diseases throughout the world
and toward educating the young unfortunately the united states
lags behind the other industrialized countries of the world in terms
of investing in the human resources of the next generation 42 yetpro
yethro
eminent american voices are beginning to call for parents to move
minent
43
priorities43
and for greater individual
children up the scale of adult priorities
and collective responsibility for the next generation 44 additionally emerging social and political movements in the united states
place at the center of their platforms a warning that individual adult
rights must be checked by a more prominent sense of responsibility
45
41
children
for
caring for the environment immense changes to the earth
and peoples attitudes toward it have been brought about by industrialization and urbanization As industrialization progressed industrialized societies began to view the earth as an inexhaustible
mine of resources to be removed processed used and discarded as
quickly and efficiently as possible this view renders many nonrenewable resources unavailable to the next generation and leaves the
earth scarred diminished and unsafe
however turning the hearts of the fathers to the children is
also evidenced in the emerging recognition of the need to take better care of the natural environment that sustains life on earth
probably the most tangible inheritance one generation passes on to
the next is the condition of the natural environment the conscious
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turance of the earth in order to provide
nurturance
protection care and nur
ones children and grandchildren with a safe and pleasant habitation
is a further
farther manifestation of generativity embedded in such a
concern is the principle of stewardship people are entrusted to care
for and replenish gen 128 the earth for their children and all
gods children 46 thus
ihus the hearts of todays fathers and mothers are
ibus
turned to the children when they begin to care about what kind of
natural environment their descendants will have
H 139 are accuJS
cursed and utterly wasted mal 46
46js
JSH
rate descriptions of what the earth will look like if practices of
reckless disregard for the natural environment continue eastern
europe where extensive disregard for the environment over the
past sixty years has occurred provides a sobering warning fortunately even though financial resources are severely limited many
eastern europeans now recognize that economic progress must
include cleaning up and preserving the environment 47
the 1992 earth summit in brazil despite its shortcomings was
momentous in its symbolism that the quality of childrens lives
depends on the ability of adults to sacrifice some of their current
short term and shortsighted economic policies for policies that will
vindeed
indeed in his opening address
preserve the goodness of the earth 48 4indeed
United
boutros ghali said we are
Nations secretary general boutros
unitednations
boutrosboutros
doing
this not
doingthisnotforusbutforfuture
forus butforfuture generations for our grandchildren 49
notforus
in doctrine and covenants 59 the lord revealed to the saints
who came to the land of
zion that the good things of the earth are
ofzion
ful ness of the earth
included in their inheritance v 3 that the fulness
falness
is given to please the eye and gladden the heart yv 16 18 and
that although the things of the earth are given to benefit mankind
they are to be used with judgment not to excess neither by
extortion v 20
president kimball recommended to all people that there be
no undue pollution that the land be taken care of and kept clean
productive and beautiful 50 brigham young similarly stressed that
the proper relationship with the earth grows out of a sense of
stewardship the earth is not the property of man but of god 51
president young emphasized the concept of stewardship caring
51
for and improving the earth as a significant duty of the saints 52
1151
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thus it appears that the lord expects the saints to play an active
role in assisting him to fulfill the prophecy that the earth will be
renewed and receive its paradisiacal glory A of F 10 heavenly
grace in assisting mortal efforts to care for the environment may be
directly related to the mission of elijah
it seems fitting that elijah who exercised priesthood power
over the elements who stopped the jordan river so that he could
ggs 28 who called down fire from
walk across on dry ground 2 kgs
heaven 1 ggs
kgs 1838 who sealed the heavens for three years so
18 1 and who was fed by
that they refused to give rain 1 ggs
kgs 171
171181
ravens during those drought years 1 ggs
kgs 174 6 was among
those who restored the keys essential to latter day work although
the fullness of the prophecy of malachi will not be realized until the
second coming of christ latter day saints should recognize their
stewardship in assisting the lord in this cleansing of the earth and
since the restored gospel involves the restitution of all things acts
321
521 it seems natural that the spirit of elijah would impress upon
current fathers and mothers the desire to help restore the earth
to the purity and beauty of eden in preparation for the return of
the creator
brigham young also saw a connection between desecrating
our souls with sin and our environment with pollution for brigham moral and physical cleanliness and pollut
pollutions
ions are no more to
be separated than mind and body 53 nibley has shown how the
scriptures and the prophets often link the building of zion with
the care and nurturing of the earth 54 the ancient book of mormon
prophet moroni saw the last days in vision and said that there would
pollut ions upon the face of the earth mor 831 the
be great pollutions
spiritual moral
pollutions may refer to both physical and spiritualmoral
term pollutions
impurities since the verses preceding this statement refer to physical
calamities for example fires and vapors of smoke while the verses
immediately after it speak of spiritual corruption
the link between spiritual and environmental pollution has
also been noted by president ezra taft benson
again physical and spiritual laws are interrelated pollution of ones
life style which parenvironment and moral impurity both rest on a lifestyle
takes of a philosophy of eat drink and be merry gouge and grab
now without regard to the consequences both violate the spirit of
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stewardship for which we will stand accountable
the church has
urged its in
members to be efficient users of our resources to avoid waste
embers
and pollution and to clean up their own immediate environment or
that over which they have control 55

disrespect for the earth president benson says comes from a
hedonistic philosophy of concern only for the present moment and
the pleasures it can yield to the individual in contrast when people
show concern for the future environment of their children they
yield to a higher law that emphasizes concern for others as well
many latter day saint fathers and mothers teach their children
by example and precept the principles of personal stewardship for
the earth through gardening food storage conservation and recycling 5 6 thus the hearts of the parents are turned to the children in
preserving the earth in preparation for the return of the creator to
his creation this is one of the most concrete ways that the generations work together to avoid the curse spoken of by malachi

conclusion
the second coming as the great
and terrible day of the lord the last days are also both great and
terrible days for fathers and children a time of great polarization
between good and evil much of what the media reports are the
terrible aspects of economic and emotional neglect of children or
the physical emotional and sexual abuse perpetrated by destructive parents but there are also great improvements in the way many
fathers treat their children and the children of others more men
are spending substantial time with children both working with
them in the home and assisting them in their various activities
many fathers have learned more constructive and effective methods
of disciplining children that avoid the evils of abuse and more
and more fathers are striving to do less harm to the lords creation
to insure future generations of children will enjoy a healthy abundant life
we hope to have shown that the prophecy of malachi has
rich meaning in addition to that of genealogical research and temhvingfathers
fathers
ple work in the latter days the spirit of elijah motivates living
and mothers to turn their hearts to nurturing the next generation
Mal
malachis
achis prophecy refers to
halachis
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turn ing every one to his own way isa 536 the
rather than turning
spirit of elijah influences fathers to become more involved in
the daily care and nurturing of their children and strengthening them
through sacred ordinances blessings and activities it encourages
society to eliminate child abuse and to promote child rearing in
developmentally appropriate ways and it fosters global concern for
the natural environment that generations of children will inherit
in this article we have only begun to reflect on the range of
rich meanings that may be embedded in the prophecy of malachi
those meanings can be a source of great comfort in these challenging times when so much is going in the wrong direction part of our
fascination with Mal
malachis
achis prophecy comes from a perception that it
halachis
is one of the most powerful scriptural prophecies that heralds glad
tidings in the days preceding the great and dreadful day of the
lord while most prophecies of the last days warn of spiritually and
destructive
temporally des
truc tive forces that will endanger souls and cause
tructive
tractive
mens hearts to fail them dac
d&c 8891 or foretell calamitous events
matt 247 30 malachi describes a divine subtle power in the
last days that can influence people to walk in the paths of righteousthat path not alone buthand
ness fathers and
waik thatpath
andmothers
mothers mustwalk
but hand
must walk
bulhand
in hand and heart to heart with children
aladj hawkins is assistant professor of family sciences at brigham young univeralanj
sity david C dollahite is assistant professor of family sciences at brigham young
university and clifford J rhoades is a student in the family studies doctoral program in the department of sociology at brigham young university
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